Energy storage systems will play a key role in the power system of the twenty first century considering the large penetrations of variable renewable energy, growth in transport electrification and decentralisation of heating loads. Therefore reliable real time methods to optimise energy storage, demand response and generation are vital for power system operations. This paper presents a concise review of battery energy storage and an example of battery modelling for renewable energy applications and second details an adaptive approach to solve this load levelling problem with storage. A dynamic evolutionary model based on the first kind Volterra integral equation is used in both cases. A direct regularised numerical method is employed to find the least-cost dispatch of the battery in terms of integral equation solution. Validation on real data shows that the proposed evolutionary Volterra model effectively generalises conventional discrete integral model taking into account both state of health and the availability of generation/storage.
I. INTRODUCTION
T he current development of energy systems requires deep integration of renewable energy sources (RES) and energy storage systems (ESS) in both centralised and isolated energy systems [1] . Such integration was observed for different power systems, starting with large backbone solar and wind farms, with small distributed generating complexes, and small installations located directly in customers place [2] . The stochasticity of wind and solar generation requires storage devices acting as energy system stabilisers [3] , [4] , [5] . For large solar and wind farms, the pumped stations are usually used [6] , [7] . Such devices are related to medium and longterm storage and have an installed capacity from 10 MWh to 1000 MWh [8] . In practice, electrochemical batteries are widely used. They allow instantly store and generate power to cover the load efficiently. The battery energy system connected to a centralised electrical network by means of a hybrid inverters is analysed in [9] . Such systems allow to accumulate energy when the tariff is low and use it during the peak hours. Thus, it is possible to reduce the annual costs for the purchase of electrical energy. In [10] , the problem of optimising the installed capacity of batteries and solar panels in isolated power systems is attacked. In [11] , a comparison of various mathematical models predicting the service life of batteries in isolated energy systems is fulfilled. [12] considered the photovoltaic-wind-diesel hybrid systems with hydrogen- based long-term storage, battery and diesel-generator. The hydrogen storage system is compared to the diesel-generator backup system to find the cost-effective system. It is found that the hydrogen-based storage is especially efficient for the higher latitudes depending on the seasonal renewable energy variation and fuel cost at the site of application. In [13] , the problem of optimal control of batteries in an isolated energy system with renewable energy was considered. [14] presents the results of a process for determining battery charging efficiency. It is to be noted that the distributed energy storage (DES) units able to enhance the voltage stability and robustness of DC distribution networks using flexible voltage control [15] . [16] proposed the coordinated control strategy to ensure a good performance of the frequency support under the wind variation and the state of charge (SoC) changing.
The main tool for analysing storage efficiency is mathematical modeling. Depending on the problem specifics, the battery models must fulfill different, sometimes contradictory requirements. The linear models are often used to optimise the installed power of renewable energy sources and the capacity of storage devices. In [17] the linear model of battery with constant efficiency is used. The coordinated control loops are designed for AC/DC shipboard power systems with the distributed energy storage in [18] . The linear model of a battery presented in [19] takes into account the battery inverter efficiency depending on the load factor. The linear model presented in [20] takes into account the service life and the cost of its disposal. All these models are based on determining the SoC of the battery with respect to each time interval t ∈ [0, T ]. This takes into account technical limitations for charge and discharge. For example, lead-acid (OPzV, OPzS) batteries' limitations are 20% -25% of the installed capacity. The Oliver Tremblays models implemented in Matlab / Simulink [21] allow to simulate lead-acid, lithium-ion, nickel-cadmium and nickel-metal hydride batteries. In addition, Tremblays models allow to take into account the nonlinear dependence of the noload voltage on the SoC. The model based on the generalised Shepherd ratio first presented in [22] . The Shepherd model contains a nonlinear term characterising the magnitude of the polarisation voltage depending on the current amplitude and the actual SoC of the battery.
In a real battery in idle mode, its voltage increases almost to the electromotive force (EMF) of idle, and when discharge current appears, the voltage drops sharply. The presence of a nonlinear term allows to determine the actual discharge current of the battery, however, with a numerical solution, this leads to the algebraic cycle and makes the model unstable. In the Tremblay model, the voltage value is unambiguously determined by the values of the discharge current and the actual battery charge level, which ensures sufficiently accurate simulation results for the discharge and charge modes of various types of batteries, including those used in energy systems with renewable energy sources. The problem of optimal power control in isolated energy systems with renewable energy sources and batteries using the Tremblay model is considered in [23] and in other papers. The active mass degradation of rechargeable batteries is analysed in [24] , [25] and in other publications. These and other models have been developed in the methodology for categorising batteries depending on operating conditions [26] as part of the EU project "Benchmarking". As result of this project, six key indices were proposed. The numerical analysis of these indices allows to accurately describe the processes of degradation of the active mass of batteries under the current operating conditions. Based on these indices it is possible to determine the battery type and hardware that is the most suitable for the specific operating conditions causing the degradation processes minimisation. This technology is widely used in the isolated energy systems with solar power plants.
The analysis shows that the tasks related to modeling, optimisation of installed capacity, development of new structural materials and storage control strategies are among the key tasks at the present time. In most cases in system energy studies, batteries are represented by linear discrete models, the developments of new fundamental approaches describing energy storage processes is an important direction. Such studies should be fulfilled combining the solid fundamental results and practical experience.
Fredholm and Volterra (evolutionary) integral equations are in the core of many mathematical models in physics, energetics, economics and ecology. Volterra equations are among the classic approaches in electro-analytical chemistry [27] . Historical overview of the results concerning the Volterra integral equations (VIEs) of the first kind is given in [28] . The theory of integral models of evolving systems was initiated in the works of L. Kantorovich, R. Solow and V. Glushkov in the mid-20th Century. Such theory employs the VIEs of the first kind where bounds of the integration interval can be functions of time. Here readers may refer to the monographs [29] , [30] , [31] . These integral dynamical models take into account the memory of a dynamical system when its past impacts its future evolution and can be employed for dynamic analysis of energy storage.
In present research the studies [32] are developed further in order to implement energy storage dynamic analysis using the evolutionary (Volterra) dynamical models. Dynamic system analysis is carried out on the conventional isolated electric power system consisting of the photovoltaic arrays and battery energy storage operated in parallel with diesel generator backup system to serve the residential electric load. Here readers may refer to [12] .
The paper is organised as follows. In Sec. II the new Volterra model of storage is presented, the connection of Volterra model with conventional ampere-hour integral model is established and formulated in terms of inverse and direct problems correspondingly. Sec. III presents the methodology of battery modeling. The results of the model's verification on the real dataset are discussed in Sec. IV. The application of deep learning to dynamic analysis of microgrid with energy storage is considered in Sec. V. Finally, Sec. VI presents concluding remarks, further development and perspectives of proposed Volterra models of energy storage.
II. VOLTERRA MODEL
The Volterra equations describe the systems state evolution and refer to the memory expressed by integral over a time interval in the past. In fact, ampere-hour integral model (direct problem)
can be formulated as inverse problem, i.e. the Volterra integral equation (VIE) of the first kind with respect to the instantaneous battery current i(τ ) (assumed positive for charge, negative for discharge). Here η(·) is the battery Coulombic efficiency. SOC can be expressed both in % and amperehours (or kWh). In general settings efficiency is function of global time t, integration parameter τ, temperature and other parameters. Let us now recall the generic form of VIE
Here kernel K(t, τ ) and source function f (t) are assumed to be known (up to some measurement errors), x(τ ) is the desired alternating power function. It is known that solutions to integral equations of the first kind can be unstable and this is a well known ill-posed inverse problem. The solution of linear integral equations of the first kind is of course the classical problem and has been addressed by numerous authors. But only few authors studied these equations with discontinuous kernels K(t, τ ) especially in nonlinear case. In general, VIE of the first kind can be solved by reduction to equations of the second kind, regularisation algorithms developed for Fredholm equations can be also applied as well as direct discretisation methods used in present paper.
The theory and regularised numerical methods to relieve the ill-posedness of the problem are employed in Sec. III as suggested in papers [33] , [34] . Proposed approach to dynamical analysis of energy storage is based on the solid mathematical theory [31] including the following existence and uniqness theorem.
Theorem 2.1: [33] . Let the following conditions take place:
have continuous derivatives with respect to t, K n (t, t) = 0, α i (0) = 0, f (0) = 0, 0 < α 1 (t) < · · · < α n−1 (t) < t, t ∈ (0, T ). Let the functions G i (τ, x(τ )) satisfy the Lipschitz conditions on x with the Lipschitz constants q i such as
Then exists τ * > 0 such that the Volterra equation
with jump discontinuous kernel
has an unique local solution in
can be constructed on the whole interval [τ * , T ] using the step method combined with successive approximations. Thereby equation (3) has the unique global solution in
Theorem 2.1 guarantees the existence of the unique alternating power function x(t) based on the known storage systems' efficiency described in terms of the nonlinear kernel K and the misbalance described by the source function f (t). This methodology will be described next in details.
III. BATTERY MODELLING METHODOLOGY
The battery operation modes modeling is demonstrated using the example of an isolated hybrid energy system. It is assumed that this hybrid system uses: photovoltaic arrays (PV), solar inverters (INV S), battery inverters (INV B), battery energy storage (BS), and diesel generator (DG). Fig. 1 shows an isolated photovoltaic system scheme used for the experiments and model validation below. Installed capacities are as follows: PV is 75 kW, INV s is 75 kW, INV b is 72 kW, DG is 2x100 kW and BS is 384 kWh. The maximum load is 47 kW. Modeling the operation of a solar power station is performed using actinometric data recorded in the territory under consideration (see Sec. IV).
A. Linear model
Let us briefly describe the classic discrete mathematical model with constant efficiency commonly used in the literature as discussed in Sec. I. In fact, instead of the latter integral form (1), the following rather trivial linear discrete model is used
with constrain I s (t) ≤ r BS Q max BS where SOC(t − 1) (kW) is battery SOC in time t − 1, I s (t) is the alternating power function (kW); r BS is technical restriction on the charge and discharge of battery (from 20% till 40%); Q max BS is installed battery capacity, kWh. If the battery is charged then I s (t) is multiplied by a constant efficiency of the battery and inverter. This value is assumed to be 0.8 as suggested in [14] . ∆t is a discrete step (1 hour) to determine the amount of energy released to the battery. The term "linear model" is used for this classic model below.
B. Dynamical model
In order to efficiently model the storage operation, the following integral dynamical model with constraints is employed
Here source function f (t) is the energy imbalance defined as follows
where f P V (t) is the PV generation, and f load (t) is the electric load. This imbalance is supposed to be covered by battery storage operated in parallel with diesel generator backup system. In integral model (6), the alternating function of changing the power x(t) is the desired one. It allows for known maximum speed of the charge v max : 1) to determine E(t), which is the storage SoC under the constraints E min (t) ≤ E(t) ≤ E max (t) depending on the type of storage; 2) to determine the minimum total capacity of the storage to cover the load shortage; 3) to calculate the number of cycles based on behaviour of the function E(t); 4) the storage lifetime prediction for the specific region. The problem of solution to the Volterra equation in problem (6) is the typical inverse problem. Its integral operator is nonlinear in general case and existence of the unique solution follows from Theorem 2.1. Moreover, it is known (see Sec. 1.4 in [30] ) that application of the discrete approximation methods to the Volterra equations of the first kind enjoys self-regularisation property when step-size is coordinated with amount of noise in the problem. The results of application of Following [33] , [34] , the error-resilient numerical method is employed.
The data flow diagram of developed software is shown in Fig. 6 . It consists of three main parts: the forecasting block, the block for VIE numerical solution to find the desired SoC and the diesel control block. It is to be noted that for efficient application of the proposed Volterra model it is necessary to construct the accurate forecasts of the PV generation f P V and consumer electric load f load (t). For sake of simplicity PV generation and electric load are assumed to be known in this paper. In reality these time series are supposed to be forecasted and therefore they are known up to some error level. This will be discussed in paragraph C, Sec. IV.
The load has maximum values in the winter and autumn periods as shown in Fig. 3 .
The following conditions are met: 1) if the alternating power function has a positive sign, then generation is sufficient for direct supply of the consumer and energy storage; 2) if the alternating power function has a negative sign, then energy is not enough. Therefore, the missing energy is taken from the battery; 3) if the battery SoC is below 20%, then the diesel generator is turned on. The diesel generator turns on at full capacity covering the load and charging the battery. The system is simulated over the entire period of annual meteorological observations with a discrete step of one hour (a total of 122640 steps). After the simulation, the average annual value of the accumulated energy and monthly average values of SoC are calculated.
Lead-carbon batteries adapted to heavy cyclic modes were used in the simulation. The study addresses two cases:
• case 1: the linear model of a battery with a constant efficiency.
• case 2: the Volterra integral model with constant efficiency. Calculations demonstrated that the average annual value of the energy supplied to the battery is 48116 kWh (PV is 20214 kWh, DG is 27902 kWh). Fig. 4 shows the average SoC of the battery for the linear model. Fig. 5 demonstrates SoC dynamics over one-year period. b) Case 2: In the second case, the Volterra integral model with constant efficiency is used. By analogy with the first case, the simulation of the system is performed throughout the entire period of meteorological observations, followed by averaging the necessary parameters. Let us explain the meaning of the functions in model (2) . The right hand side consists of the difference between the PV generation and the load of consumers. Based on the unknown alternating power function x(t) and restrictions on the maximum charge / discharge rate 
A. Test dataset description
The isolated energy system of Innaly in Yakutia was chosen for model validation. Retrospective data (time interval from 2005 to 2019) on the total solar radiation were used as baseline information. Solar radiation was recorded at a meteorological station located in this settlement. Electrical load shown in Fig. 3 was built according to the real data of typical days relative to each month. Currently, this system has two diesel generators of 100 kW each. Their real technical characteristics were used in the work. The technical data of solar panels, PV and battery inverters, rechargeable batteries are used in the model validation below. It is to be noted that storage efficiency is a non-linear function, it depends on the SoC, charging current and temperature. A detailed account of nonlinear dependencies is a difficult task to be described by Volterra kernel K(t, τ, x(τ )). In present study, the efficiency was assumed to be constant (η = 0.8) following [14] .
B. Model validation on the real dataset
The numerical experiments were fulfilled for the retrospective dataset. Three following metrics were selected: RM SE = 1 n n t=1 (x t −x t ) 2 is the root mean square error, mean absolute error M AE = 1 n n t=1 |x t −x t | and the average absolute error in percent M AP E = 1 n n t=1 |xt−xt| xt * 100%. Herex t corresponds to the linear model, and x t corresponds to the Volterra model. The mean absolute error (MAE), root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) values are 0.23%, 0.29% and 0.31%, respectively. The results of multiple time scales are compared, the corresponding RMSE and MAE are shown in Fig. 9 for the one year period. Each point corresponds to 1-hour sub-period.
The simulation results of a battery using a linear model and Volterra integral model have demonstrated the similar results, see Fig. 9 .
Thus, the model of SoC of the battery built on the Volterra equation enables the accurate processes description. The numerical results obtained in the calculation of the isolated energy system with PV, diesel and the battery showed the adequacy of Volterra model for the battery modeling. From the results it is clear that the results are very similar to the linear model. An analysis of Fig. 8 shows that the storage SoC repeats the behaviour of the alternating power function depending on the total solar radiation as shown in Fig. 2 . It should be noted that the Volterra integral equations have great potential in the form of accounting for nonlinear processes occurring in the battery. In this case, the consideration of nonlinearity is a characteristic feature inherent to Volterra integral equations. These processes include: nonlinear characteristics of efficiency, cycle life depending on the depth of discharge and processes of degradation of the active mass (SoH).
As footnote, Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show typical dynamics of storage SoC correspondingly for January and June. As can be noticed, proposed Volterra model with constrains can efficiently model the energy storage system with diesel and PV.
Next paragraph focuses on the regularised Volterra models' robustness to the noisy input data.
C. Regularised Volterra model
One of the promising features of the Volterra model analysis of storage is robustness to the input data errors. As it is stated in the introduction, the problem of dynamic analysis of energy storage belongs to the class of ill-posed inverse problems. It is to be noted that large amplifications of the measuring errors are typical for ill-posed problems. In fact, the Volterra evolutionary dynamical models enjoys self-regularisation property when step-size is coordinated with amount of noise in input data (or forecast error bounds). Here readers may refer to the monograph [30] , p. 25 for more information concerning (h, α)-regularisation. But the step-size is not under control in this problem and therefore the Lavrentiev α-regularisation method is the only feasible option to attack this issue with solution stability. Following [35] the following regularised equation
is used instead of the first equation in (6) . Here α is the regularisation parameter. Following [36] the publicly available dataset of the German power grid load, provided by ENTSO-E, for the period of 48 hours from 29.11.2013 22:00 till 01.12.2013 21:00 was used to demonstrate the superiority of regularised Volterra models when it comes to noisy input data. It is assumed that the exact load is unknown and only its forecast is available. In this experiment the storage efficiency (kernel K(t, τ )) is assumed to be constant, η = 0.92 .
The deep learning GRU algorithm (with settings: gru 1(300) , gru 2(300), Dense 1(16)) was used as base model for the electric load forecasting. The Lavrentiev α-regularisation method is employed to cope with solution's amplifications caused by inaccurate forecast. Table I demonstrates the errors analysis using RMSE, MAE and MAPE metrics when desired function is calculated based on the exact load, GRU-based load forecast without any regularisation and GRU-based load forecast with α-regularisation. The regularisation parameter α = 0.422 is claimed here by the well-known discrepancy principle. Regularisation significantly reduced the errors caused by inaccurate forecast. It is to be noted that parameter α must be dynamically adjusted to forecast accuracy level.
As footnote, it can be concluded that α-regularised Volterra model is promising tool for mathematical modeling and dynamic analysis of power grids with energy storage.
V. MDP-DQN MODEL
Optimal operation of a hybrid PV-diesel system can be formalised as a partially observable Markov decision process (MDP), where the hybrid system is considered as an agent that interacts with its environment [37] . The fundamental difference between the approaches is that no specific strategy is set for the model, i.e. only the dynamics of a MDP environment and the conditions of the agent's actions. However, in the learning process, the agent finds the optimal policy (management strategy).
In order to approach the Markov property, the system's state s t ∈ S is made up of an history of features of observations O 
. At each time step, the agent observes a state variable s t , takes an action a t ∈ A and moves into a state s t+1 . A reward signal r t = p(s t , a t , s t+1 ) is associated to the transition (s t , a t , s t+1 ), where p : S × A × S → R is the reward function. The γ-discounted optimal Q-value function is defined as follows:
We propose to approximate Q * using a Deep Q-Network (DQN), because DQN models showed the good results for energy microgrids management in the recent works [38] , [39] . We adapted the approach, which was proposed in [40] for a PV-hydrogen microgrid management. As result, we used DQN architecture, where the inputs are provided by the state vector, and where each separate output represents the Q-values for each discretiszed action. Possible actions are whether to turn on (or off) DG device for covering the load and charging the battery (avoid any value of loss load whenever possible). We considered three discretized actions : (i) turn on at full capacity, (ii) keep it idle or (iii) refill it, if DG tank is empty.
The reward function of the system corresponds to the instantaneous operational revenues r t at time t ∈ T . The instantaneous reward signal r t is obtained by adding the revenues generated by the hydrogen production r D G with the penalties r − due to the value of loss load:
, where d t denotes the net electricity demand. From the series of rewards (r t ), we obtain the operational revenues over year y defined as follows: M y = t∈τy r t where τ y is the set of time steps belonging to year y [40] . The typical behaviour of the policy for summer is illustrated in Figure 12 . This Figure illustrates the fact that the DQN model efficiently finds the policy, which is very similar to the policy (management strategy) of the Volterra model. 
VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
The objective of this paper is to fill the gap between the Volterra models and widely used storage models. An integral dynamical model is proposed for the battery SoC dynamic analysis in terms of the inverse problem's efficient solution. Proposed approach has the solid theoretical basis formulated in terms of the qualitative theory of integral equations and is complemented by the robust numerical methods development. The constructed linear Volterra model of the single battery storage with constant efficiency is verified on the real database and compared the results of the classic discrete model.
The advantages of the suggested evolutionary dynamical model (3) are as follows:
1) regularised solution robust to load and generation forecasts' unavoidable errors; 2) definition of operating parameters of storage when various renewable energy sources and storage are used jointly; 3) consideration of such characteristics of storage operation as power, charge/discharge rate, maximum number of work cycles, SoC limit; 4) low computational complexity of the algorithm when using a large number of storage units n; 5) accounting for the nonlinear nature of storages efficiency changes as function of SoC. The well developed theory of evolutionary linear and nonlinear integral equations (and their systems [41] ) with continuous and jump discontinuous kernels opens new avenues for various storages models. Unlike the classic discrete models, proposed continuous models formulated in terms of integral equations suggests the error-resilient generic solutions. The Volterra evolutionary models naturally take into account the temporal degradation of the storages and their efficiency dependence of SoC. The systems of Volterra equations can model energy storage systems combining the different energy storage technologies. The state of the art machine learning methods including DQN combined with the Volterra models will bring more insight to achieving the efficient balance of renewable sources and user demands in grids using the energy storages.
